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1.  The mathematics of replacement through competition. 
 
1.1.  Introduction. 
 
Consider a biological population of asexually reproducing organisms which are genetically iden-
tical except at one locus where there are two alleles, A and a, with frequencies, p and q (= 1- p) 
(Spiess 1989).  Suppose further that the total population is at equilibrium; that is, in each 
generation just enough of the offspring survive to reproduce so that the population size remains 
fixed.  What will happen if organisms with allele A are fitter to survive then those with allele a?  
This difference in fitness is expressed as ratio of the number of organisms with allele a that 
survive to reproduce to that number of organisms with allele A.  Let that ratio be r, which will lie 
between 0 and 1, and let s = 1 - r.  Then, the frequency p of the fitter allele A will increase over 

time according to the 
following equation: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The derivative of this function with respect to time is as in (2): 
 
(2) dp/dt = sp(1 - p) = spq 
 
The following graph illustrates the function for the case k = -4, s = .01: 
 
 
 
 

(1) p = 
  ek+st

 1+ek+st       where p is the frequency of the fitter form, t is the time variable, 

s  is as above and k is a constant determined by the initial frequency of p. 
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Figure 1: The logistic function. 

 
If p is transformed as in (3) below, the so-called "logistic transform," then the equation in (1) 
becomes that of the straight line in (3), with slope s and y-intercept k: 
 

(3) ln 
 p

 1-p  = k+st   
 

The S-shaped graph on the previous then corresponds to the linear graph below: 
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Figure 2: The linear transform of the logistic function. 
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1.2.  The linguistic case. 
 
[In diachrony] elements are altered without regard for the solidarity that binds them to the 
whole....  Neither is the whole [system] replaced, nor does one system engender another; one 
element in the first [i.e., earlier] system is changed, and this change is enough to give rise to 
another system ....  Language is a system whose parts can and must all be considered in their 
synchronic solidarity.  Since changes never affect the system as a whole but rather one or another 
of its elements, they can be studied only outside the system (Saussure [1913] 1966: 85, 87). 
 
A given change begins quite gradually; after reaching a certain point (say, twenty per cent), it 
picks up momentum and proceeds at a much faster rate; and finally tails off slowly before 
reaching completion.  The result is an ∫-curve: the statistical differences [i.e., differences in 
frequency of new form versus old form A.K.] among isolects in the middle relative times of the 
change will be greater than the statistical differences among the early and late isolects....  What is 
quantitatively less is slower and later; what is more is earlier and faster.  (If environment a is 
heavier-weighted than b [i.e., a favors a new form more than b - A.K.], and if b is heavier than c, 
then: a>b>c.) (Bailey 1973: 77, 82) 
 
Mathematically, Bailey's characterization of language change can be modeled as a series of 
logistic functions (Altmann 1983), one for each isolect, with the s parameters of these functions 
higher in the earlier isolects and lower in the later ones . 
 
An alternative hypothesis, the "constant rate hypothesis" (CRH) of Kroch 1989, is that the 
various contexts of a change advance at the same rate.  Mathematically this is a claim that the k 
parameters differ from context to context or isolect to isolect but the s parameter is constant 
across contexts. 
 
 
1.3.  Statistical estimation. 
 
Testing for the rate of change across environments requires collecting samples of different dates, 
calculating the frequencies of the competing forms for each sample and then fitting the best 
logistic function to these frequencies.  The method of fitting is exactly the iterative maximum 
likelihood method of the VARBRUL program used in sociolinguistics (Rousseau and Sankoff 
1978); but the independent variable is continuous instead of discrete.  If we have two contexts in 
which form A is replacing form a and the frequency of A is different in the two contexts, say p in 
context 1 and r in context 2, we want to know whether the slopes of the functions ln (p/(1-p)) and 
ln (r/(1-r)) are the same or different. 
 
In terms of VARBRUL analysis, the two contexts can be thought of as factors in a factor group 
and the rates of use of form A in the two contexts at fixed point in time can be modeled as in (4) 
and (5): 
 
(4)  ln (p/(1-p)) = ln (wo/(1-wo)) + ln (w1/(1-w1)) 
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(5)  ln (r/(1-r)) = ln (wo/(1-wo)) + ln (w2/(1-w2)) 
 
The w's here are the familiar probabilistic weights which vary between 0 and 1.  They are, as 
usual, further constrained by the requirement that they center around .5.  Here we would require 
that  w1 + w2  = 1.  The weight wo is the so-called input probability, which corresponds to the 
frequency of form A at an initial time to and the constant rate hypothesis is the claim that across 
time periods the term ln (wo/(1-wo)) will vary linearly but that other terms will remain constant.  
In other words, the hypothesis reduces to the claim that time and context are statistically 
independent (that is, they do not interact). 
 
The equation modeling the change process would then be: 
 
(6) ln (p/(1-p)) = k + st + ln (w1/(1-w1)) + ..... + ln (wn/(1-wn)) 
    where k = ln (wo/(1-wo)) at time t=0. 
 
Fitting this equation requires a slight extension of the VARBRUL algorithm which allows 
continuous as well as categorical independent variables (factors).  Such extensions are well 
known in contemporary statistics and have been written into some versions of VARBRUL.  
Current available VARBRUL implementations lack this capability; but most standard statistical 
packages now contain procedures to do the necessary estimation. 
 
 
2.  The Constant Rate Effect: a sampling of the evidence. 
 
2.1.  A first case of the Constant Rate Effect: have versus have got (Noble 1985). 
 
(1) a. Anyhow, she has what amounts to a high Cambridge degree. (Shaw 1989) 
 b. You've got plenty of hair. (Crowley 1968) 
 
(2) They haven't the sense to come in out the rain, poor darlings. (Maugham 1926) 
 
(3) Martha:   We might share a taxi. 
 Marie:     I've got my car. (Maugham 1926) 
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Figure 3:  have versus have got in British English (Noble 1985). 
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Date type % have got    total probabilit

y 
     
1800 temporary 12 83 .66 
 permanen

t 
4 108 .34 

1875 temporary 34 99 .61 
 permanen

t 
16 122 .39 

1917 temporary 89 74 .58 
 permanen

t 
70 43 .42 

Table 1:  Effect of possession type on have/have got alternation 
 
 

 
2.2.  A second case:  the loss of the verb-second constraint in Middle French 
  (Fontaine 1985; Adams 1987). 
 
(1) a.  Messe e matines ad li reis escultet. 
 b. Moi doiz tu dire ton afere. 
 
(2) a.  Or a Nostre Seigneur tout-à-coup fait cheoir si grand et somptueux édifice. 
 b. Dejuste lui li dux Neimes chevalchet. 
 
(3) a.  Et ce conseil nous vous donnons. 
 b. Car grant voulenté ils avoient de faire fais d'armes. 
 
(4) [Cels qu'ils unt mort]i, ben lesi poet hom priser. 
 
(5) a.  Les autres arts et sciencesi, Alexandre lesi honoroit bien. 
 b. À Jacquesi, moij, jej parle ei tous les jours. 
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Figure 4:  Rise of reprise (left dislocation) in French prose (Priestley 1955). 

 
Figure 5:  Decline of inversion and pro-drop in Middle French. 

 
 
The gradual loss of verb-second word order is a surface reflex of a more abstract underlying 
change; namely the loss of "Germanic" topicalization and consequently of verb-movement to 
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COMP.  The parallel slopes in figure 5 show that all environments which reflect this abstract 
grammatical change are changing at the same rate.  This suggests that the constant rate 
hypothesis holds because the surface syntactic changes we observe in texts are merely reflexes of 
underlying competitions among grammars. As one grammar replaces another, all contexts which 
reflect that replacement must change together. 
 
 
 
2.3.  A third case:  the rise of INFL-medial phrase structure in Old English 
  (Pintzuk 1993, 1995). 
 
Subordinate clauses: 
 
(1) a.  swa  thæt  se  scinenda   lig    his locc   up-ateah  INFL-FINAL  
    so   that  the  shining flame   his locks up-drew  (ÆCHom ii.514.2-3)  
 
 b. swa thæt hy    asettan        him    upp     on ænne sidh  INFL-MEDIAL 
     so  that  they transported them   inland in   one   journey  (ChronA 132.19) 
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Main clauses: 
 
(2) a.  him thær  se gionga cyning thæs oferfæreldes forwiernan mehte INFL-FINAL 
   him there the young  king     the    crossing      prevent      could      (Or 44.19-20) 
 
 b. hi     toflowadh swidhe hrædhe ut  INFL-MEDIAL 
   they flow          very       soon   out           (CP 439.6) 
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Figure 6: Frequency of INFL-medial phrase structure in Old English 

 
 
 

 Slope Intercept 
Main clauses .519 .14 
Subordinate clauses .525 .03 

Table 2: The slope and intercept parameters for logistic regression 
on the data in figure 6. 
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3.  A more complex test of the CRH: the rise of periphrastic do. 
 
The rise of periphrastic do in English was studied quantitively from an extensive sample of more 
than 10,000 tokens of the relevant linguistic forms by A. Ellegård more than 40 years ago 
(Ellegård 1953) with a modern definition of notion of linguistic variable. His results were 
extensively reanalyzed in Kroch 1989. 
 
3.1.  The grammar of do. 
 
(1) a.  How great and greuous tribulations suffered the Holy Appostyls...?  (302:166:10) 
 b. and in thy name have we not cast oute devyls...? (310:31:45 ) 
 
(2) a.  ...spoile him of his riches by sondrie fraudes, whiche he perceiueth not. (346:86:23) 
 b. Go, say to hym we wyll not grefe [grieve].  (218:8:292) 
 
(3) a.  Where doth the grene knyght holde hym?  (304:97:15 ) 
 b. ...bycause the nobylyte ther commynly dothe not exercyse them in the studys 
    therof. (318:194:567) 
 
(4) a.  They worschipped the sonne whanne he dede arise. (78:327:8) 
 b. When he dyd se[e] that Crist schold be dede.... (167:188:2) 
 c.  Me thinke I doe heare a good manerly Begger at the doore...(346:5:17) 
 
(5) a.  John says he doesn't like pizza but he does like it. 
 b. You haven't been here in a long time so when you do come, be sure not to 
    lose your way. 
 
(6) a.  Les hommes sont toujours partis avant midi. 
   The    men     are    always  left   before noon 
 
 b. Les hommes  (ne) sont pas partis. 
   The    men     neg1 are neg2 left 
 
 c.  Les hommes sont tous partis. 
   The    men      are   all   left 
 
(7) a.  Les hommes partent toujours avant midi. 
 b. Les hommes ne partent pas. 
 c.  Les hommes partent tous. 
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(8) 
INFL Phrase = S

NP

INFL VP

V

I

VADVP

....
(complements)

(subject position)

tense
agreement

 never
always
   etc.

(verb position)

 
 

 
(9) a.  Jesu Crist wolde nevere have descended to be born.... (Chaucer, Melibee) 
 b. oure clerkis schullen not fynde but povert.... (Wycliffe)  
 
(10) a.  ... he ne fond never womman good... (Chaucer, Melibee) 
  b. the kynges of Engelond woneth alwey fer fram that contray   (78:Lib I:Cap LIX) 
  c. vengeaunce taking aperteneth nat unto everichoon (Chaucer, Melibee) 
 
(11)  a. John has always liked bananas. 
  b. John isn't eating today. 
  c. The men will all leave together. 
 
(12)  a. John always eats after 8 o'clock. 
  b. John doesn't know much about cars. 
  c. The men all complained about the wages. 
 
(13) Thynkest thou to avoyde that neuer mortall creature might escape? (302:192:43) 
 
(14) ...dyde he begyle us that sayd they were spoken of the[e]? (302 219-33) 
 
(15) Who came/*did come to dinner last night? 
 
(16)  a. ...whereby máy grow, & dóth growe, in diuerse parties, greate mischef.  
    (244:13:13) 
  b. God háthe and dóthe shewe for hem gret miracles. (274:8:6) 
 
(17)  a. John hás gone to school. 
  b. John wíll go to school. 
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(18)  a. They will not be aware of the danger. 
  b. They are not aware of the danger. 
  c. Are they aware of the danger? 
  d. *They did not be aware of the danger. 
 
(19)  a. She must not have much money. 
  b. She hasn't much money. [British]  
  c. Have you much money?  [British]  
  d. Does she have much money? [Not attested in early Modern English] 
 
 
The rise of do is a reflex of a more abstract grammatical change: the loss of verb raising to INFL, 
a process that Middle English had but that in modern English came to be restricted to auxiliary 
verbs (Roberts 1985).  As in the French case, we expect to find the Constant Rate Effect when 
we look at the time course of the change, not just in the frequency  of do in its various contexts, 
but in all contexts that reflect the grammatical competition between a grammar that includes V-
to-I raising for main verbs and one that does not. 
 
3.2.  The time course of the change. 
 

 
Figure 7:  The rise of periphrastic do (adapted from Ellegård 1953). 
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slope intercept slope intercept slope intercept slope intercept slope intercept 

          
3.74 -8.33 3.45 -5.57 3.62 -6.58 3.77 -8.08 4.01 -9.26 

Table 3:  Slope and intercept parameters of logistic regressions on data in Table 1   
(slope is measured in logit units per century). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  
 
4.  Change in ambiguous environments: the constancy result. 
 
The results presented so far all involve environments where the presence of competition is 
unambiguously recoverable from differences in the surface forms produced by the competing 
analyses. In instances, however, surface forms are ambiguous, that is compatible with different 
structures. Obviously, such ambiguous cases cannot, in the absence of further information, be 
used in quantitative studies. Interestingly, however, such further information often seems to be 
available, in the form of two additional generally valid principles of statistical patterning in 
diachrony: First, grammatically unrelated alternations exhibit statistical independence in their 
usage frequencies; and, second, the frequency of use of grammar-internal alternative syntactic 
options (e.g., extraposition processes) tends to be diachronically stable. 
4.1.  English V-to-I raising and “affix hopping.” 
 
 

Period Date do never 
V 

never  V V never  

     
Period 3 1425-1475 3 52 99 
Period 4 1475-1500 4 80 102 
Period 5 1500-1525 1 80 28 
Period 6 1525-1535 3 151 16 
Period 7 1535-1550 14 125 13 
Period 8 1550-1575 9 71 8 
Period 9 1575-1600 6 152 5 

Table 4:  The position of never  with respect to the main 
verb (Ellegård 1953:184). 

 
 
 
 

 
 

(20) For many are that never kane halde the ordyre of lufe... (Richard Rolle of Hampole) 
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Source never  -
INFL 

INFL - 
never 

% pre-INFL 
never 

    
Chaucer 5 29 14.7 
Five Poems 21 101 17.2 

Table 5:  Frequency of pre-INFL never not 
reflecting affix hopping. Data from Tatlock and 

Kennedy 1927; Kottler and Markman 1966. 
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Figure 8:  The decline of V to I raising in sentences with never . 

 
 

% pre-INFL 
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% pre-INFL 
never =16.0 
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never =20.0 

 

% pre-INFL 
never =25.0 

           
slope intercept slope intercept slope intercept slope intercept slope intercept 

          
-3.38 4.43 -3.53 4.76 -3.76 5.37 -3.97 5.78 -4.32 6.45 

Table 6:  Slope and intercept parameters of logistic regressions on data in Table 3 for 
five values of percentage pre-INFL never. 
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Figure 9:  Percent do in unemphatic affirmative declarative sentences 
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slope intercept slope intercept slope intercept slope intercept slope intercept 

          
4.84 -7.59 3.79 -7.14 3.39 -7.16 3.21 -7.21 2.82 -8.32 

Table 7:  Slope and intercept parameters of logistic regressions on data in Figure 8 for 
five values of the conditional probability of do, given that V to I raising has not 

applied. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
4.2.  The rise of INFL-medial phrase structure in Yiddish (Santorini 1993). 
 
Unambiguously INFL-final sentences: 
 
(1) ven der vatr nurt doyts leyan kan 
 if the father only German read can 
 
(2) ven du mir meyn kop ab shneydst 
 if you me my head off cut 
 
(3) dz ikh reyn ti verde [PP fun der ashin]i 
 that I clean become from the ash 
 
Unambiguously INFL-medial sentences: 
 
(4) ven mn hibt shme isral an 
 when on lifts Shma Israel on 
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(5) az di nshmh zal nit oys gin 
 that the soul shall not out go 
 
Ambiguous cases: 
 
(6) daz er hat eyn brudr (INFL-medial or INFL-final plus postposed object) 
 that he has a brother 
 
(7) da ihushe kam in arts isral (INFL-medial or INFL-final plus postposed PP) 
 when Joshua came into land Israel 
 
 

 Simple Verb Case  Complex Verb Case 
period INFL-medial INFL-final p  INFL-medial INFL-final p 

1400-1489  0  27 0.00   1  15 0.06 
1490-1539  5  37 0.12   2  35 0.05 
1540-1589  13  59 0,18   4  51 0.07 
1590-1639  5  81 0.06   7  57 0.11 
1640-1689  13  33 0,28   18  44 0.29 
1690-1739  15  20 0.43   25  28 0.47 
1740-1789  1  1 0.50   11  17 0.39 
1790-1839  54  3 0.95   79  0 1.00 
1840-1950  90  0 1.00   62  0 1.00 

Table 8:  The rise of INFL-medial phrase structure in unambiguous cases. 
 

 Slope Intercept 
Simple Verb Case 1.01 -18.0 
Complex Verb Case 1.19 -20.9 

Table 9: The slope and intercept parameters for the unambiguous cases. 
 

period Ambiguous INFL-final p 
1400-1489  3  9 0.25 
1490-1539  13  13 0.50 
1540-1589  58  39 0.60 
1590-1639  41  29 0.59 
1640-1689  32  21 0.60 
1690-1739  21  11 0.66 
1740-1789  5  2 0.71 
1790-1839  58  3 0.95 
1840-1950  69  0 1.00 

Table 10:  The rise of INFL-medial phrase structure in the ambiguous 
simple verb case (uncorrected). 
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 Slope Intercept 
Unambiguous cases combined 1.11  -19.5 
Ambiguous simple verb case (uncorrected) 0.36  -5.5 

Table 11: The slope and intercept parameters for the ambiguous 
simple verb case (uncorrected). 

 
 NP Postposing  PP Postposing 

period Postposed Non-postp. Rate  Postposed Non-postp. Rate 
1400-1489  1  12 0.08   9  12 0.43 
1490-1539  7  19 0.27   13  16 0.45 
1540-1589  7  24 0.23   52  21 0.71 
1590-1639  10  40 0.20   39  23 0.63 
1640-1689  4  19 0.17   17  30 0.36 
1690-1739  1  5 0.17   6  3 0.67 
1740-1789  1  2 0.33   8  7 0.53 
1790-1839  0  1 0.00   1  1 0.53 
1840-1950  0  0 ---   0  0 -- 

Table 12: Estimated rates of PP and NP postposing. 
 
 

period Est. I-medial Est. I-final p 
1400-1489  0.5  11.5 0.04 
1490-1539  6.8  19.2 0.26 
1540-1589  5.9  91.1 0.06 
1590-1639  17.0  53.0 0.24 
1640-1689  24.7  28.3 0.47 
1690-1739  10.0  22.0 0.31 
1740-1789  3.6  3.4 0.52 
1790-1839  57.0  4.0 0.93 
1840-1950  69.0  0.0 1.00 

Table 13: The rise of INFL-medial phrase structure in the ambiguous 
simple verb case (corrected). 

 
 

 Slope Intercept 
Unambiguous cases combined 1.11  -19.5 
Ambiguous simple verb case (corrected) 0.97  -16.9 

Table 14: The slope and intercept parameters for the ambiguous 
simple verb case (corrected). 

 
 

Unambiguous simple Unambiguous complex Ambiguous simple 
-18.7 -18.8 -18.4 
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Table 15: Intercepts for logistic regressions with fixed single slope parameter (1.06). 
 
 
5.  Using the constancy effect to model grammar competition: the case of SOV 

to SVO in Ancient Greek (Taylor 1994). 
 
(1) S X v 
 Kambuses de ta men para Libuon dora philophronos edeksato 
 Kambuses-N P the-A P from Libyans-G gifts-A graciously received 
 "Kambuses graciously received the gifts from the Libyans"   (Hdt.3.13.4) 
 
(2) X S v 
 epeite gar ten heoutou gunaika Melissan Periandros apekteine 
 when P the-A his-G wife-A Melissa-A Periandros-N killed 
 "when Periandros had killed his wife Melissa"  (Hdt.3.50.1) 
 
(3) S v X 
 hoti Aiguptioi men autika apo paidion arksamenoi ksurontai tas kephalas 
 because Egyptians-N P straightaway from childhood-G beginning-N shave the-A heads-A 
 "because the Egyptians beginning straightaway in childhood shave their  heads"  
(Hdt.3.12.3) 
 
(4) X v S 
 ta Perseon nomima episteatai kai Aiguptioi 
 the-A Persian-G laws-A know especially Egyptians-N 
 "the Egyptians especially know the Persian laws"   (Hdt.3.2.2.) 
 
(5) v S X 
 ekhei de ho moskhos houtos ho Apis kaleomenos semeia toiade 
 has P the-N calf-N this-N the-N Apis-N being-called-N markings-A  
 the-following-A 
 "this calf which is called Apis has the following markings"   (Hdt.3.28.3) 
 
(6) v X S 
 epempsan gar de pentakosias mneas arguriou hoi Kurenaioi 
 sent P P 500-A minae-A silver-G the-N Cyreneans-N 
 "the Cyreneans sent 500 minae of silver"  (Hdt.3.13.4) 
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Table 16: Distribution of clause-types in Homer, Herodotus and Luke 
 Homer Herodotus Luke 

Verb-Final    
S, X v .38 (41) .25 (34) .07 (7) 
X, Y v .06 (7) .02 (2) .01 (1) 
Total .44 (48) .27 (36) .08 (8) 

    
Verb-Medial    

S v X .28 (31) .44 (59) .56 (57) 
X v S .12 (13) .12 (16) .05 (5) 
X v Y .04 (4) .01 (1) .01 (1) 
Total .44 (48) .57 (76) .62 (63) 

    
Verb-Initial    

v S, X .07 (8) .15 (20) .25 (25) 
v X, Y .05 (5) .02 (2) .06 (6) 
Total .12 (13) .17 (22) .31 (31) 

N 109 134 102 
 
 
 
(7) 
a. Periandros men toutoisi auton katelambane 
 Periandros-N P these-D him-A coaxed 
 "Periandros coaxed him with these things"   (Hdt.3.52.6) 
 
b. kai nephele hupelaben auton apo ton ophthalmon auton 
 and cloud-N took-up him-A from the-G sight-G their-G 
 "and a cloud took him up from their sight"   (Acts.1.9) 
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Table 17: Position of auton with respect to the verb in Herodotus 
and Luke 

 Herodotus Luke 
   

preverbal 6 (.55)  3 (.05) 
pronouns   

   
postverbal 5 (.45) 60 (.95) 
pronouns   

 
 
(8) IP clitic position (Clitic junctures are indicated by '=' )  
a. [IP autar [IP =hoi Proitos kaka mesato thumoi ]] 
 but against-him-D Proetus-N evil-A planned heart-D 
 "but Proetus planned evil against him in his heart"   (Il.6.157) 
 
b.  [CP hoti [IP =min houto prothumos Harpagos metepempsato ]] 
 why him-A so eagerly Harpagus-N sent-for 
 "why Harpargus sent for him so eagerly"   (Hdt.1.111.2) 
 
c. all’ [CP hote =de [IP dekate =moi epeluthe nuks erebenne ]] 
 but when P tenth-N me-D came night-N dark-N  
 "but when the tenth dark night had come to me"   (Il.9.474) 
 
 
(9) VP clitic position  
a. ho arkhiereus  [VP ekseneike =sphi phialas khruseas ] 
 the-N high-priest-N brought-out them-D cups-A gold-A 
 "the high-priest brought gold cups out to them"   (Hdt.1.156.1) 
 
b. basileus de Dareios, ... [VP eneikhe =sphi deinon kholon ] 
 king P Darius in-held against-them terrible anger 
 "and King Darius held a terrible anger against them inside"      
    (Hdt.6.119.1) 
 
c. e alloi  [VP eipon =soi peri emou;] 
 or others-N say you-D about me-G 
 "or did others say [it] to you about me?"  (Jn.18.34) 
 
d. Minuai de Orkhomeniou  [VP=sphi anamemikhatai ] 
 Minyae P of-Orchomenos with-them are-mixed-together 
 "The Minyae of Orchomenos are mixed together with them"  
     (Hdt.1.146.1) 
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  (10) Clitic position and phrase structure: 
 a. verb-final structure: clitic attaches to IP 
 b. verb-medial structure: clitic attaches to VP 
 

Table 18: Adjunction site of object clitics in Homer, Herodotus and the 
New Testament (NT) 

 Homer Herodotus NT 
    
IP ad-
junction 

1066 (.99) 90 (.6)  4 (.06) 

    
VP ad-
junction 

7 (.01) 60 (.4) 64 (.94) 

 
 

Table 19: Formula for calculating distribution of clause types based on 
the probability of postposing of subjects and complements 

pattern formula 
  

S , X v (1-s)(1-p) 
X , Y v  (1-p)2 
S v X p(1-s) 
X v S s(1-p) 
X v Y 2p(1-p) 
v S , X sp 
v X , Y  p2 
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Table 20: Best fit of observed and expected distribution 
of clauses with 2 arguments in Homer 

pattern formula observed 
distribution 

expected 
distribution 

    
S X v (1-s)(1-p) 41 41 
X Y v (1-p)2 7 5 
S v X p(1-s) 31 31 
X v S s(1-p) 13 12 
X v Y 2p(1-p) 4 8 
v S X sp 8 9 
v X Y p2 5 3 

    
    Total N = 109 s = .23 
    N for clauses with subjects = 93 p = .43 
    N for clauses without subjects = 16 x2  = 4.12, p > .8 
 
 

Table 21: Best fit of observed and expected distribution 
of clauses with 3 arguments in Homer 

pattern formula observed 
distribution 

expected 
distribution 

S X Y v (1-s)(1-p)2 4 5 
S X v Y 2p(1-s)(1-p) 10 7 
X Y v S s(1-p)2 2 2 
S v X Y p2(1-s) 1 3 
X v S Y 2p(1-p)(1-s) 4 3 
v S X Y s(p2) 0 1 

    
    Total N = 21 s = .29 
      p = .41 
     x2 = 3.66 p > .8 
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Table 22: Probability of subject and NP complement postposing in four Homeric data 
sets 

 subject postposing NP compl. 
postposing 

N 

    
1 NP argument. .27 .44 112 
2 NP arguments. .23 .48 109 
3 NP arguments. .29 .41 21 
1 NP/1 PP argument .28 .48 58 

 
 
 

Table 23: Estimate of distribution of verb-final and verb-medial clauses 
in Luke assuming .05 verb-final structure 

pattern observed 
distribution 

estimated v-
final 

estimated v-
medial 

    
S X v 7 2 5 
X Y v 1 0 1 
S v X 57 2 55 
X v S 5 1 4 
X v Y 1 0 1 
v S X 25 0 25 
v X Y 6 0 6 

    
    N = 102 
    Total verb-medial tokens = 97 
    Total verb-final tokens = 5 
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Table 24: Best fit of observed and expected distribution of verb-medial 
clauses with two arguments (including a subject) in Luke 

pattern formula observed 
distribution 

expected 
distribution 

    
S X v q(1-s) 7 7 
S v X (1-q)(1-s) 57 54 
X v S sq 5 3 
v S X s(1-q) 25 26 

    
    N = 94 s = .32 
     q = .11  
     x2 = .97, p > .95 

 
 

Table 25: Best fit of observed and expected distribution of clauses with 2 
arguments in Herodotus assuming a verb-final grammar 

pattern formula observed 
distribution 

expected 
distribution 

    
S X v (1-s)(1-p) 34 56 
X Y v (1-p)2 2 2 
S v X p(1-s) 59 41 
X v S s(1-p) 16 18 
X v Y 2p(1-p) 1 2 
v S X sp 20 14 
v X Y p2 2 1 

    
    Total N = 134 s = .25 
    N for clauses with subjects = 129 p = .43 
    N for clauses without subjects = 5  x2  = 21.56, p < .01 
 
 
 

Table 26: Best fit of observed and expected distribution of clauses with 2 
arguments in Herodotus assuming a verb-medial grammar 

pattern formula observed 
distribution 

expected 
distribution 

    
S X v (1-s)(1-p) 34 9 
X Y v (1-p)2 2 0 
S v X p(1-s) 59 78 
X v S s(1-p) 16 5 
X v Y 2p(1-p) 1 1 
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v S X sp 20 37 
v X Y p2 2 4 

    
    Total N = 134 s = .32 
    N for clauses with subjects = 129 q = .11 
    N for clauses without subjects = 5  x2  = 171, p < .001 

 
 

Table 27: Observed and expected distribution of clauses in Herodotus assuming 
a verb-final grammar and allowing s  and p  to vary 

    
pattern formula observed 

distribution 
expected 

distribution 
    

S X v (1-s)(1-p) 34 38 
X Y v (1-p)2 2 1 
S v X p(1-s) 59 55 
X v S s(1-p) 16 15 
X v Y 2p(1-p) 1 2 
v S X sp 20 21 
v X Y p2 2 2 

    
    Total N = 134 s = .28 
    N for clauses with subjects = 129 p = .60 
    N for clauses without subjects = 5 x2  = 3.38, p > .8 
 
 

Table 28: Estimated distribution of verb-final and verb-medial clauses in Herodotus compared 
with observed distribution assuming 62% verb-final tokens 

pattern estimated 
verb-final 

clauses 

estimated 
verb-medial 

clauses 

total estimated 
clauses 

total  
observed 
clauses 

S X v 34  4 38 34 
X Y v  1 0 1 2 
S v X 26 30 56 59 
X v S 11 2 13 16 
X v Y  2 0 2 1 
v S X 8 14 22 20 
v X Y  1 1 2 2 

N 83 51 134 134 
     

     x2 = 2.92, p > .8 
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Table 29: Goodness of fit as a function of assumed phrase 

structure mix 
% assumed verb-final chi-square 

  
.9 12.57 
.7 3.67 
.62 2.92 
.6 2.99 
.5 4.93 
.3 19.89 
.1 70.31 
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